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Abstract: Humanity faces serious social and environmental problems, including climate change and
biodiversity loss. Increasingly, scientists, global policy experts, and the general public conclude that
incremental approaches to reduce risk are insufficient and transformative change is needed across all
sectors of society. However, the meaning of transformation is still unsettled in the literature, as is
the proper role of science in fostering it. This paper is the first in a three-part series that adds to the
discussion by proposing a novel science-driven research-and-development program aimed at societal
transformation. More than a proposal, it offers a perspective and conceptual framework from which
societal transformation might be approached. As part of this, it advances a formal mechanics with
which to model and understand self-organizing societies of individuals. While acknowledging the
necessity of reform to existing societal systems (e.g., governance, economic, and financial systems),
the focus of the series is on transformation understood as systems change or systems migration—the
de novo development of and migration to new societal systems. The series provides definitions, aims,
reasoning, worldview, and a theory of change, and discusses fitness metrics and design principles for
new systems. This first paper proposes a worldview, built using ideas from evolutionary biology,
complex systems science, cognitive sciences, and information theory, which is intended to serve as
the foundation for the R&D program. Subsequent papers in the series build on the worldview to
address fitness metrics, system design, and other topics.
Keywords: societal transformation; systems change; sustainability; complex systems; societal
cognition; climate change; biodiversity loss; active inference; free energy principle; self-organized
criticality; cooperation; SAILS

1. Introduction
In 1992, over 1500 scientists, including 99 Nobel laureates, signed a document titled “World
Scientists’ Warning to Humanity” (full text in supplement of [1]). The first sentence reads “Human
beings and the natural world are on a collision course”. Unfortunately, nearly 30 years later, that
statement is still true. Only one of the issues raised, ozone depletion, has been successfully addressed.
Other issues, including climate change, biodiversity loss, aquifer depletion, and soil degradation,
have grown more severe. A second urgent warning was published in 2017, currently signed by more
than 21,000 scientists [1]. A third urgent warning, specific to climate change, was published in 2019
and signed by more than 13,000 scientists [2]. Two more scientists’ warnings to humanity, one on insect
extinctions and the other on the freshwater biodiversity crisis, were published in 2020 [3,4].
Risks are increasing and conditions deteriorating. To give some idea of risk, one rough estimate
is that climate change could cause between 300 million to 3 billion additional premature deaths over
the next one to two centuries (1.5 million to 30 million deaths annually, on average), even if the rise
in global temperature is limited to 2 ◦ C [5]. The higher estimate amounts to roughly 30 percent of
an otherwise expected future world population. In context of current events, the annual impacts of
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climate change could far exceed that of the Covid-19 pandemic, with associated social, economic,
and environmental stress lasting for centuries.
Due to the lack of progress and limited time remaining to prevent severe damage and death,
a growing portion of the global policymaking and scientific worlds, and general public, are calling
for rapid transformational change [6–17]. That dramatic and rapid change may now be necessary
implies a failure by societies to protect human health and the environment. Reasonable measures to
mitigate risks have long been available, which suggests that the failure is not technical. Nor does it
appear to be due to fatal (or near-fatal) flaws in the human psyche. Humans can and do make poor
decisions, obviously, both as individuals and as groups. However, as will be discussed, humans are
also highly social animals that tend to value fairness and seek cooperation. Moreover, as individuals
and as groups, humans can be and often are capable problem solvers.
Instead, failure to protect human health and the environment can reasonably be attributed
to dysfunctional or maladaptive societal systems (e.g., economic, financial, legal, education,
and governance systems), potentially involving policies, rules, laws, institutions, norms, priorities,
power distributions, motivations, and core designs. These are the systems through which societies
address collective problems, and they are implicated if the problem-solving process is thwarted or the
results are flawed.
To the degree that societal systems are dysfunctional or maladaptive, transformation presents an
attractive path forward. The meaning of societal transformation and the role of science in fostering
it have, however, only recently become topics of discussion in the scientific literature. This paper is
the first in a series of three that as a group adds to existing work by proposing a practical, affordable
research-and-development program aimed at transformation [18,19]. More than just a proposal,
it offers a perspective and conceptual framework from which societal transformation might be
approached and understood. While acknowledging that reform of existing systems is important
and necessary, especially in the short term (over the next few decades), the focus of the series is
instead on transformation realized as systems change or systems migration, important in the long term
(over the next several decades and beyond). That is, the focus is on the de novo development of and
migration to new societal systems. The series provides definitions, aims, reasoning, worldview, and a
theory of change. As well, it discusses organizing principles, fitness metrics, and design principles for
new societal systems.
Societal systems refers here to nearly all aspects of societal organization (beyond the
family level) that involve collective learning, decision making, and adaptation.
Thus,
the definition covers nearly every system of societal organization, including the six overarching
ones: economic-financial-monetary; governance-political-electoral; legal-justice-criminal; public
health-medical; census-analytical-forecasting; and education-research-science. For convenience, I refer
to these as economic, governance, legal, health, analytical, and education systems. Societal systems
also includes their associated institutions, rules, and policies. Furthermore, it includes the coevolving
social-cultural components (beliefs, values, norms, and worldviews) that shape and are shaped by
systems [20]. Existing systems (those in use by societies today) are called native systems.
Society refers here to any sizable scale of social organization, from local community up through
city, region, nation, and world. Local community, a focus of the R&D program, refers to a fraction of a
local population, held together by intent, social bonds, common interests, and shared concerns. A local
community can be but is not necessarily (or usually) a formal political body, such as a city.
The definition of societal systems in terms of learning, decision making, and adaptation reflects
three underlying propositions. First, a society of any scale can be viewed as a superorganism,
composed of individuals (and groups, institutions, etc.) who coordinate behavior to some degree.
Second, a society’s complete set of systems can be viewed as the cognitive architecture by which the
superorganism senses its world, processes information, directs attention, remembers, communicates,
explains, learns, anticipates, decides, and orchestrates action. Third, a society’s efforts to learn,
decide, and adapt can be viewed as being driven by an intrinsic purpose, which is to achieve and
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sustainably maintain vitality. The claim is that these propositions can be useful as guides to research,
in generating testable hypotheses, and ultimately, in defining and assessing the fitness of alternative
societal system designs.
Learning, decision making, and adaptation are, essentially, informational processes. Viewing them
as such, and viewing societies as cognitive superorganisms, opens the door to modern perspectives
and the use of analytical tools from fields such as information theory, computer science, cognitive
science, complex systems science, and evolutionary biology. Advances in these and other fields allow,
perhaps for the first time, the design of societal systems to fall under the (non-exclusive) purview
of science.
The vitality of a society is broadly defined here. As will be discussed, a society is deeply integrated
with its physical environment, and is connected with other societies and their environments through
multiple, overlapping layers of organization and fields of influence, all the way up to the biosphere.
A society’s intrinsic purpose, as viewed here, is to achieve and maintain vitality within itself and in
light of these interrelationships. Its purpose is to serve the common good, if you will.
The R&D program seeks answers to two key questions. First, out of all conceivable designs for
societal systems, which ones might be among the best at demonstrably serving the common good?
Second, by which viable strategies might new designs be tested, implemented, and monitored so
as to be capable of positively impacting societies and environments on a near-global scale within a
reasonable period of time?
The hypotheses underlying these questions are that new societal systems can be designed in a
science-driven (evidence-based) process to be fit for purpose; that defensible definitions of fitness can
be constructed; that fitness can be theoretically and empirically assessed and compared across designs;
that new system designs can be practically and viably implemented; and that new systems designed
to be highly fit will be more effective than native ones at serving the common good.
This first paper in the series describes a worldview intended to serve as the foundation for the R&D
program. A first-principles approach is taken, signifying the importance of worldview. Subsequent
papers in the series use the worldview in discussing fitness metrics, system design principles, and a
strategy for change.
To make initial progress, it is not necessary that a large percentage of any population engage with
or support the R&D program. Support from just a tiny fraction of a local and the global population is
adequate. Nor is it desirable that all who choose to engage—whether scientists, other professionals,
or laypersons—subscribe to the worldview exactly as presented here. Rather, the worldview is offered
as a start. The science behind it is quickly evolving, the topics are deep, and maintaining a variety of
perspectives is helpful. As the program progresses, the goal is to cultivate enough common ground
among those involved to keep the program focused, effective, and on scientific footing.
For convenience, I call the proposed worldview the purpose-fitness worldview, reflecting its
intended use. We cannot hope to usefully assess the fitness of a system design if we do not know a
system’s purpose. The purpose of a societal system derives from the understood purpose of a society,
and the understood purpose of a society is a product of worldview. The functional ordering considered
here is worldview → purpose → fitness metrics → system design. Fitness metrics are positioned as
a precursor to system design, to suggest a kind of reverse engineering process. We might wish for
certain target levels of social and environmental wellbeing, for example. What kinds of designs would
help us reach those targets within a reasonable length of time?
2. Worldview
2.1. A New Era of Science and Technology
The proposed R&D program spans a period approximately 50 years into the future (with early
adopter communities seeing relatively rapid benefits). To stay relevant and maintain progress over this
extensive horizon, the program must anticipate the directions of scientific advancement and operate
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on that forward edge. Given that science and technology have been expanding exponentially fast,
this is no small challenge.
Taking a bird’s-eye view of recent history, science and technology began a transition to a new era
starting roughly in the 1950s. That transition is not yet complete. The new era of science is qualitatively
and quantitatively different from what came before, not just due to the emergence of phenomena
like big data, artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet, nanoparticles, and quantum computing,
the latter of which is just around the corner. Differences go deeper. Relative to where science has been,
and especially to where much of the general public still is, the new scientific era represents not just
new technologies and methods, but a new worldview.
This goes beyond what might be called an ecocentric (environmentalism) worldview and its
extensions [21–26], and beyond some common conceptions of complex adaptive systems. The new
worldview emphasizes the cognitive and information processing characteristics of complex adaptive
systems, including nested human societies and entwined ecologies, as well as the role of flexible
self-identity in human and group cognition. Further, it emphasizes the role of cognition and uncertainty
in system evolution and self-organization.
The power of worldviews should not be underestimated. They shape our cultural norms,
behaviors, policies, institutions, and systems [21–26]. They even shape the way we conduct science [27].
Worldviews help us make sense of the world and ourselves, including personal and shared identity
and purpose. They color how we assign value and cause, who we view as enemies, and how and with
whom we cooperate. Science is but one process that shapes worldview, yet the emerging scientific
worldview will change us, fundamentally. It will alter our conception of who, what, and why we are,
what we are doing, and where we are headed.
Consider recent speculations by Frank Wilczek, theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate, on where
he thinks physics might be in 100 years [28]. Many of his musings are specific to quantum mechanics,
but others touch on broader issues. A few highlights are given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The laws of physics will be reinterpreted as statements about information and its transformation.
Biological memory, cognitive processing, motivation, and emotion will be understood at the
molecular level.
Calculation will increasingly replace experimentation in the design of products and services,
leading to new opportunities for creativity.
Fault-tolerant, self-repairing computers will be developed. So will self-assembling, self-reproducing,
and autonomously creative machines. Bootstrap engineering will become common, where machines
build other sophisticated machines.
A substantial fraction of the sun’s energy that the Earth receives will be captured for human use.
Quantum computers will become real and useful.
Empowered by these developments, the web of intelligence will expand faster than the web
of human settlements. As it does, we will know much more about, and have vastly greater
power over, the physical world. Individuals will expand their sense of identity and become
more sensitive to gaps in knowledge and alternative interpretations. Collective ambition will
expand. Along the way, a certain kind of humility will emerge that reflects not so much modesty,
as largeness of vision.

Information, referenced in item #1, refers to a formal concept described in information theory and
its extensions. It is deeply related to thermodynamic entropy, complexity, computation, and probability.
Wilczek mentions that items #1 and #2 together close a circle of ideas regarding information and
cognition. He speculates that mind will be understood as more matter-like and matter will be
understood as more mind-like. A common language to link mind and matter, and many other
seemingly disparate topics, is afforded by information theory [29–32]. Already, item #1 is well on its
way to becoming true.
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Reading between the lines, and taking some poetic license, the themes underlying Wilczek’s
comments are not just about computation, but about inference and cognition, not just in humans,
but in intelligent systems. The implication is not just that humans will build advanced machines,
but that we will understand advanced machines (and organisms, societies, and ecologies) as complex
adaptive systems. The themes are not just about intelligence, but about distributed intelligence.
Not just about expanded human knowledge, but about expanded self-identify, and ultimately, greater
wisdom. In short, Wilczek appears to be describing a turn toward holism and extended awareness
and intelligence.
What Wilczek does not mention, perhaps because the paper’s topic is physics, not sociology,
is the possibility that societies will use their expanding knowledge, capabilities, and power to
reorganize—that is, to transform. Why would societies not do so, given that: (a) they can; (b) collective
wellbeing could dramatically improve; and (c) failure to transform could lead to catastrophe or limit
our ability to recover if catastrophe occurs. Finally, the impetus to explore, learn, and transform is,
as we shall see, nearly irresistible.
I frame the emerging scientific worldview in a way not inconsistent with Wilczek’s speculations.
Some aspects of this framing are based on recent science, taking shape in just the last decade, even the
last few years. Thus, I offer a snapshot of a work in progress. For any topic touched upon, multiple
variations on a theme exist in the literature, with differences among them ranging from subtle to patent.
Yet the framing offered provides a starting point, a basis for the R&D program to move forward.
Before summarizing assertions of the purpose-fitness worldview, it will help to clarify that
information in this series of papers, unless mentioned with respect to information theory, means
quality information. Information quality is a function of volume, completeness, timeliness, accuracy,
reliability, relevance, and other factors [33]. Thus, information means signals, data, or communications
that are useful in understanding some aspect of reality, or in predicting or inferring a past, current,
or future state of the world. Rovelli coins the term meaningful information [34], based on the work of
Kolchinsky and Wolpert [35].
Not surprisingly, addressing information quality means addressing foundational aspects of
societal system design. It means addressing the motivations that a societal system engenders in
individuals and groups to distort, corrupt, or otherwise degrade, obscure, or ignore information.
More generally, it means addressing the motivations that a societal system engenders for
prosocial behaviors (e.g, cooperation, honesty, and healthy communication) versus antisocial ones
(e.g., selfishness, dishonesty, cheating, and dysfunctional communication). Cheating, sometimes
called free-riding in the literature, means that an individual does not cooperate but benefits from the
cooperation of others. Thus, the assessed fitness of a new system design will depend in part on its
design-engendered motivations for pro-social behavior.
That said, it would be unwise to encourage or expect unnatural behaviors (for example, excessive
altruism). A design goal of the R&D program is to create societal cognitive architectures that
facilitate health and wellbeing, taking into account the complicated nature of humans, societies,
and environments. By analogy, a healthy nervous system serves as the cognitive architecture for a
healthy person. It allows a person to learn, decide, and act as appropriate to internal and external
conditions. As part of this, it facilitates health and repair in the body, including communication and
cooperation between cells and tissues (see for example, [36]).
Short of catastrophe, human computational capacity is likely to expand over coming decades [37].
The advent of quantum computing is just one aspect. As computational power increases and technology
advances, so too will our capacity to design, test, and implement new societal system designs, including
new information processing tools for data collection, modeling, forecasting, and communications.
However, existing technologies are sufficient for the R&D program to begin and move forward.
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2.2. Assertions of the Purpose-Fitness Worldview
This section describes a set of assertions of the purpose-fitness worldview, discussed in
non-mathematical terms and without reference to specific computational approaches. These form the
background for a slightly more technical treatment in subsequent sections.
To motivate interest, it might help to summarize in advance just one aspect that could have direct
impact on the design, evaluation, and operation of new societal systems. As will be described, a
society can be viewed as an intelligent agent. This agent is called upon (by life) to make decisions in its
environment, even to organize or reorganize itself and its environment, so that it performs well.
However, what does “perform well” mean? Questions like this often arise in the field of artificial
intelligence. Usually, a researcher designs an agent to achieve a specific goal. Perhaps the goal is to
win at chess or find the shortest path through a complicated maze. The typical way this is done today
is through reinforcement learning.
The researcher programs the agent with a reward function so it can evaluate the results of its
actions. Falling through a trap door might generate −10 points, for example, and capturing a queen
might generate +10. The task of the agent is to try out actions until it learns a set that maximizes
aggregate reward. The researcher also programs the agent with a rule to balance exploration with
exploitation (i.e., whether to refine an existing set of solutions or to explore wholly new and perhaps
better ones).
Usually, both the reward function and rule for balancing exploration with exploitation are ad hoc,
specific to the researcher’s interests and the conditions the researcher expects the agent might encounter.
The problems with ad hoc approaches are well-understood. What happens if the agent encounters
conditions that the researcher did not foresee? What if the agent needs to alter its approach on the fly
to address new questions or problems? What if the goal is complex enough that the researcher cannot
devise a suitable reward function at the onset?
The challenges with ad hoc solutions in artificial intelligence are pertinent to our situation.
An intelligent society must make decisions with limited knowledge and resources, under uncertainty,
and often faced with new and shifting conditions. By what set of reward functions can an intelligent
society evaluate its actions, or the designs of its systems? By what set of rules can it balance exploration
with exploitation?
In short, how can a society know if it is performing well or poorly? Furthermore, how can it know
if one system design is better than another? What kinds of information would be needed to make these
decisions? Questions like these are addressed in the worldview, albeit at a high level.
A normative approach to human cognition and artificial intelligence is described that offers
a principled basis for evaluating actions. That approach, active inference, also naturally balances
exploration with exploitation. Furthermore, it naturally accounts for curiosity and self-organization.
As such, it has major advantages over ad hoc approaches. As we will see, an active-inference agent
favors actions that reduce expected uncertainty, especially uncertainty about whether it will experience
the conditions under which it can thrive.
Active inference concepts can be applied in numerous ways to the design, operation,
and evaluation of new societal systems. As just one example, a wide set of metrics could be developed
to assess how a design impacts expected conditions and uncertainty, including a society’s capacity to
accurately forecast both. More fundamentally, a society can understand its systems as an uncertainty
reducing, cognitive apparatus. Implications for cooperation follow.
2.2.1. Evolution of Complex Systems
The biotic and abiotic world we see today can be understood as an immense collection of
interacting, partially overlapping and hierarchical, partially self-similar (fractal) dynamic systems that
evolved and continue to evolve in a way that is consistent with known physical laws. An ancient
ancestor of all is the hot, dense, energetic plasma that existed moments after the Big Bang. While the
exact evolution of systems from that early beginning to today is poorly understood, certain statistical
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regularities, organizing principles, and patterns of development are discernible by examining physical
systems across domains, scales, and individual instances. Understanding these statistical regularities,
organizing principles, and patterns of development and dynamics is key to developing high-quality
societal systems.
Most (if not all) important natural systems can be categorized as complex, which implies that they
contain a large number of interacting parts (many degrees of freedom) and that the parts display a
substantial degree of correlated behavior. A large subset of complex systems self-organize, and may
merge and reorganize, due to local interactions among parts. This can result in new, emergent
forms, dynamics, characteristics, and/or capabilities, which are more than the aggregation of the parts,
or which cannot be decomposed into the parts. Emergence brings forth something novel and nontrivial.
The primary driver of self-organization can be described using the second law of thermodynamics
(i.e., as being related to entropy) or, more abstractly and perhaps more usefully, as being related to
information (as in information theory), and hence also to inference and computation. Information
theory offers an expanded, probabilistic definition of entropy as uncertainty. See [38–40] for reviews
on complex systems from a thermodynamic and information theory perspective.
2.2.2. Living Organisms
A human society can be viewed as a superorganism [41]. As such, it shares important
commonalities with all other living organisms—plant and animal, unicellular and multicellular. All are
instances of complex adaptive systems, which are self-organizing systems. Hereafter, reference to
organisms implies also reference to superorganisms, including human societies, large and small.
Every organism exists under thermodynamic conditions far from equilibrium; if it is at
thermodynamic equilibrium with its environment, it is dead. An organism must actively maintain
a disequilibrium across its (permeable) boundary and maintain homeostasis within that boundary.
This effort requires energy, which the organism obtains from the environment in the form of sunlight or
chemicals (e.g., food). An organism is delicate relative to the highly uncertain, complex, and dynamic
world it inhabits, and so is subject to numerous kinds of insults and damage, some of which can
be fatal. It must act to avoid damage, and repair itself when damage occurs. Further, it must make
decisions and take actions under uncertainty, constrained by energy, time, and ability [42,43].
An organism survives by being recursively self-maintaining, which means that it not only
performs self-maintenance, it has some agency in how it does so [44,45]. It does not just reflexively react
to environmental stimuli, like a simple machine. It is not just homeostatic, but allostatic, which means
that it achieves homeostasis using agency and anticipation [46]. Every organism is cognitive and
adaptive [45,47–50], even bacteria and plants [51–54]. Cognition, as used in this series, does not
necessarily imply a central nervous system. Every organism is cognitive in the sense that it displays
capacities typically associated with human cognition, such as sensing, learning, problem solving,
memory storage and recall, anticipation, and attention.
Every organism has the capacity to evaluate its states as they pertain to its continued vitality
(thrivability, viability), and to select actions based on those graded evaluations. Relatively simple
organisms have relatively simple, perhaps even minimal cognitive capacity. More complex organisms
have greater capacity. Importantly, the states that an organism evaluates include its own autonomy
and cognition. Autonomy, aided by cognition, empowers an organism to use its own capacities to
manage itself (via allostasis) and its interactions with the world (via behavior) in order to maintain
vitality [45].
The products of an organism include itself (autopoiesis [55–57]), and typically, wastes,
other chemicals, and heat. An organism also produces effects in the world, such as through action,
including communication. Typically, an organism can produce or pass on persistent information,
which is defined here as genetic, epigenetic, cultural, and/or symbolic information that impacts
future generations. (Cultural information can include tools, artifacts, art, norms, and governance
systems. Symbolic information can include language and mathematics.) Persistent information can
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also include changes to the environment that are informational. A simple example is a footpath worn
into a trail that informs future travelers where to walk. This series considers actions and events
on four temporal scales, all of which can impact persistent information: mechanistic (real-time),
ontogenic (developmental, having to do with individuals), phylogenic (inter-generational, having to
do with groups), and evolutionary (having to do with species) [58].
Cognition in humans, and in many if not most other organisms, can be described by the 4E’s:
embodied (occurring in the body, not limited to a brain and central nervous system), enacted (occurring
through actions on the environment), embedded (occurring in relation to an external environment),
and extended (into the environment) [59]. Extended cognition occurs in humans, for example, through
use of computers.
Emotions play critical roles in human cognition. They appear to be cognitive states themselves,
resulting from the gathering and processing of information. That is, they are not reactions from primal,
innately programmed neural systems, but part of the normal cognitive process [60,61], much like
sensory cognition. Emotions may mediate the exercise of constitutive and behavioral autonomy [45],
and play a role in evaluating options during decision making [62]. Neither emotion nor consciousness is
uniquely human. Emotions occur in a wide range of species [63], and all organisms may be considered
conscious to a degree [64]. The latter follows from the notion of graded consciousness, as described in
Integrated Information Theory [65].
In conclusion, organisms possesses natural agency; an intrinsic teleology, or purpose;
sense-making capability; and causal powers [44,45,47]. The intrinsic purpose of an organism is to
achieve and maintain vitality—sustainable flourishing of self—which occurs by sensing and evaluating
states and choosing and implementing appropriate actions based on anticipation [66]. Anticipation
necessarily implies some kind of internal modeling of the world.
We can call wise those choices and actions that adequately support an organism’s continued
vitality. Thus, the intrinsic purpose of an organism can be restated as the directive to express wisdom.
The more complex the organism, the more complex the situational elements and the wider the spatial
and temporal scales that it can and must consider.
2.2.3. Cooperation
That the intrinsic purpose of an organism is to maintain vitality does not mean that the individuals
of a population always or even usually act antisocially, or selfishly. In all populations there is an ongoing
tension between prosocial (e.g., cooperative) and antisocial (e.g., cheating) behaviors. This tension can
occur over multiple levels of organization and temporal scales.
That nature tends to favor cooperation over cheating is evident from the very existence of
multicellular animals, within which cooperation between cells is foundational [67,68]. Furthermore,
individuals in most, if not all, species display some degree of intra- and/or inter-species
cooperation [68–70]. Cooperation between species helps to stabilize diverse ecosystems [71]. Trees,
for example, depend on cooperative, symbiotic relationships with soil fungi (e.g., mycorrhizal
associations) [72]. Human societies depend on a wide assortment of internal and external cooperative
relationships. Advantages of cooperation include acquisition of otherwise inaccessible resources,
more efficient acquisition of resources, and reduced uncertainty [70].
Humans are highly social animals that are inclined to cooperate when that is a viable option [73,74].
Cooperation serves the individual’s intrinsic purpose. It is a path of least energy expenditure to
improve security, increase opportunities, and solve shared problems. It stands to reason that the
degree to which humans actually cooperate, and opportunities for cooperation, are strongly influenced
by the design and function of societal systems. Studies in game theory and other fields identify
key factors—rules, information processes, organizational structures, etc.—that promote or inhibit
cooperation [68,74–78].
For example, a basic requirement for cooperation is communication. Generally speaking,
limited communication supports limited cooperation, whereas rich communication makes rich
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cooperation possible. Cells in the human body, for example, richly communicate with one another via
hormones, small molecules, and other types of signals. Insects in a colony also richly communicate [79].
Other factors that can promote human cooperation include transparency, the capacity of a group to
penalize cheaters, inclusiveness of the group, and fairness. Knowledge of these factors can be used to
evaluate system designs as to their propensity to promote cooperation.
Quite likely, new system designs would only slightly resemble native ones. Native systems were
not designed through a scientific process to promote cooperation or, more generally, to function as a
cognitive architecture in achieving and maintaining societal vitality. That is, they were not designed to
be fit for the intrinsic purpose described here. One can argue that modern capitalism, for example,
generates a shallow form of cooperation relative to what humans are capable of. At the investor
and C-suite level, the primary motivation is typically (short-term) profit, which is often at odds with
societal and environmental wellbeing [80]. History is replete with examples of corporate deception
and wrongdoing, spanning nearly all industries [81–87]. As one example, Exxon reportedly knew
about climate change more than 40 years ago, yet funded disinformation campaigns to discourage
public action [88,89]. Such deceptions and lack of cooperation (with the public) are more usefully
viewed as symptoms of faulty system designs, rather than as isolated incidents that stem from the
poor choices of a few individuals (i.e., the bad-apple theory).
2.2.4. Societal Cognition
The very definition of a society as a group of individuals that coordinate behavior implies that a
society is cognitive and that it anticipates its future. Cooperation itself is a cognitive act that requires
communication and anticipation [90]. Anticipation requires models or explanations about how the
world works. Thus, a society is defined by its cognitive ability in coordinating action. Cooperation and
cognition may have coevolved together in humans [91].
Obviously, individual humans are cognitive. However, the description here of a cognitive society
goes beyond the sum of the parts. The claim is that societal cognition is an emergent characteristic,
not reducible to the cognition of individuals. Examples can be seen in insect colonies, non-human
primate societies, and human societies [79,92–96].
Societal cognition also goes beyond what has been called “wisdom of the crowd”. Early studies on
crowd wisdom typically focused on the accuracy of averaged predictions to numerical questions [97].
More recent studies suggest that crowds can perform sophisticated data analysis, in particular,
dimension reduction (and denoising) [98], and that a group can solve some challenging (sentence
reconstruction) problems beyond the ability of any individual in the group [99]. However, these are
still relatively simple examples of group cognition. If we understand societal systems as constituting
cognitive architectures, then we understand history as being replete with examples of societal cognition,
in some cases functional, in others dysfunctional.
2.2.5. Core Human Needs
The long path of evolution over countless ancestral species has inserted core needs deep into
human biology. All serve to promote continued vitality in one way or another. All promote prosocial
behavior, at least under some circumstances. For example, different needs compel humans to give
and receive love, care for children, engage with community, and cooperate with others in securing
necessary resources. Emotions are involved. By and large, we feel good when helping others. We want
to help others and be of use.
Investigators have proposed categories of core human needs. Max-Neef recognizes nine, listed in
Table 1 [100]. Abraham Maslow proposes a somewhat different categorization [101]. Closely related,
Shalom Schwartz proposes a list of ten universal human values [102].
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Table 1. Core human needs.
Core Need

Example Functionings

Affection
Creation
Freedom
Identity
Participation
Understanding
Leisure (Idleness)
Protection
Subsistence

sharing love and friendship, having self-esteem
imagining, expressing art, building
exercising agency, speaking freely, pursuing interests
self-assertion, self-distinction, self-understanding, belonging
cooperating, helping, interacting, engaging
being curious, learning, communicating, exploring, asking
sleeping, playing, exercising, resting, relaxing, rejuvenating
staying warm, dry, safe, and secure
eating food, drinking water, being healthy, receiving medical care

Core needs, almost by definition, demand our attention. Our vitality suffers to the degree that
we ignore them. Thus, problems that matter are the ones that impact core needs. The distinction
is important because not all problems that a society addresses are ones that matter. For example,
excessive consumerism implies making and selling products that people do not need [103]. It is driven
by advertising and related efforts to convince potential customers that they do need the products.
This suggests that millions of employees worldwide are spending their precious days attending to
problems that matter little to a society’s vitality. In fact, solving this set of problems—convincing
consumers to buy more, and supplying them with products they do not need—is destructive to a
society and the environment.
Later we will consider human needs as pointing to essential variables that require attention in
societal cognition.
2.2.6. Species–Niche Co-Evolution and Self-Identity
US culture celebrates rugged individualism [104]. Capitalism too engenders a norm of
individualism [105]. However, individualism is largely incongruent with reality. Organisms, especially
social organisms like humans, are independent entities in only a limited sense. A human body, for example,
consists of an ecosystem of bacteria, viruses, and human cells, all of which interact and are necessary for
health and evolution [106,107]. What we think of as a human is not entirely or even mostly human—a body
contains roughly the same number of bacterial and human cells [108]. Among other things, their interplay
affects our ability to learn and think, as well as our moods and social interactions [109,110].
Further, we and other organisms are not separate from our physical environments. Bodies are
materially and energetically dependent on the viability of larger systems. These include ecosystems,
climate systems, hydrologic systems, and nitrogen and carbon cycles. Further, bodies are permeable.
Nitrogen, hydrologic, and other cycles flow though us.
The separation between self and world also blurs across time. In a process called niche
construction, a species co-evolves with its niche—its surrounding abiotic and biotic environment,
including sociocultural aspects [111–115]. Species and niche are causal factors in the evolution of
each other (circular causation). As an example, environmental conditions can affect rates of genetic
evolution [116,117].
Organisms become a model of niche over time and niche reflects organisms. Skeletons are a model
of gravity, for example. Lungs are a model of oxygen dynamics and rate-driven diffusion processes.
Further, the actions of one species can create niche opportunities for others. Phytoplankton in the
ocean create oxygen that animals on land can breathe. Dam construction by beavers creates local
niches in which other animals and plants can thrive.
The separation between self and other also blurs across social organization. Human culture and
language are collective cognitive processes and artifacts of niche construction [118–121]. Personhood,
or self-identity, spanning such characteristics as personality, preferences, identity, and worldview, is
a social phenomenon molded by culture [122]. As Bentley et al. describe it, “the very substance of
selfhood is shaped by the groups to which people feel they belong” [123]. People form preferences
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based in part on expectations about what others think and about what others might view as acceptable
and appropriate [124]. What others view as acceptable changes over time as culture changes.
The concept of niche construction is one element of a larger turn toward an extended evolutionary
synthesis that overcomes limitations in the gene-centric modern synthesis of evolutionary biology,
established in the 1940s [125]. As noted, physical and cultural environments act on individuals,
and, reciprocally, individuals act on physical and cultural environments. This plays out over
mechanistic, ontogenic, phylogenic, and evolutionary time. However, beyond this, the extended
synthesis casts agency as an active force in evolution. Individuals, groups, and societies choose
behaviors, based on predilections and affordances offered by niche. In this sense, adaptation and
evolution are creative and opportunistic, not just random or reactive. The goals, intentions, and desires
of individuals in a population impact the evolution of niche, which in turn impacts the evolution of
the population.
All this raises the question, what is an individual? It turns out that the question is not easily
answered. Any proposed individual exists within, is affected by, and affects its environment. In looking
at the world, how does one decide that a dynamic pattern is somehow a distinct unit, something
separate from its background? Krakauer et al. suggest that information theory can help [126].
They define an individual as a process that propagates information from the past into the future,
which has the effect of reducing uncertainty. Their approach, Information Theory of Individuality (ITI),
allows for a continuum of individuality, not just a binary categorization, and allows for nested
individuality. Individuals can be composed of aggregate parts that are themselves individuals.
ITI allows for individuality to arise at any level of organization.
A community can be understood as an individual that is one part of larger nation, also an
individual. Nations can be understood as parts of a larger civilization, also an individual. Thus,
the human niche spans local to global. We communicate with and care about others in our
neighborhood and around the world, and we understand that what happens in far-away areas can
affect local conditions, such as through trade and the spread of ideas, disease, and pollution. Further,
we compute and share information globally.
In all these ways, we are intimate with our greater world. We are individuals, but of the nested,
overlapping kind—individual cells, bodies, groups, communities, ecologies, nations, and civilization.
We are not separate from our world in any absolute sense, and there is no privileged level or scale
at which individuality is viewed. Nor are we passive bystanders in the unfolding story of evolution.
The desires and actions of individuals, be they societies or otherwise, generate waves of effects that
radiate outward through the biosphere and reflect backward to impact the source. Indeed, the reach of
a society now extends beyond Earth, and in time our actions in space will likely reflect backward from
there too.
2.2.7. Societal Intrinsic Purpose
In summary, the intrinsic purpose of a society is to achieve and maintain vitality, which is
accomplished through cognition and cooperation. Cooperation is akin to self-organization (into larger
or wider scales of influence). Vitality applies to a society’s members, its local environment, and the
larger overlapping spheres of societies and environments to which it belongs and from which its
actions reflect backward. The self that must be kept vital is the extended self.
It follows that the intrinsic purpose of a societal system (e.g., a financial system) is to serve the
intrinsic purpose of a society. The intrinsic purpose of each system and the set of all societal systems
that a society employs—its cognitive architecture—is to achieve and maintain vitality of the extended
self—the extended superorganism.
By adopting the notion of extended and flexible self-identity we become a more complete and
accurate reflection of our immense world. We become a better model of our world’s regularities,
affordances, and dangers. At the same time, in the face of that immensity, we become more aware of
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our own ignorance and limitations. Perhaps this is what Wilczek meant by his speculation of a future
emergent humility and largeness of vision.
3. Organizing Principles
Cognition, societal or otherwise, implies sensing, learning, problem solving, memory storage
and recall, anticipation, and attention. Moreover it implies organization, and organization implies
cooperation or coordination of and communication between aggregate parts. This section examines
how complexity relates to structure and cognition, and identifies some organizing principles that
tie the characteristics of cognition together. These principles can serve as guides—technical and
philosophical—when designing new societal systems.
Intuitively, simple organisms (e.g., bacteria) conduct simple forms cognition. Organisms that
are more complex (e.g., a human or human society) can conduct more sophisticated forms and so
can address a larger range of problems over wider timescales. Thus, the complexity of an adaptive
system must in some way relate to the difficulty class of problems that it can solve. And it does, at least
by some definitions of complexity. There is, however, no single, accepted definition. Many have
been proposed, and each may be more or less appropriate, depending on the research question and
setting [127–133].
For our purposes, we can consider two meanings of complexity: as a measure of flexibility and as
a measure of problem-solving capacity. The former stems from probability, statistics, and information
theory, where complexity can refer to the flexibility of a model, or similarly, to the amount of extra
information in one random variable relative to another. A model that is too complex (too flexible,
too many parameters) can simply memorize training data and thus be incapable of generalizing what
it learns to new settings (i.e., it overfits the data). The second meaning of complexity, as a measure of
problem solving capacity, stems from the notion of a complex adaptive system as being both complex
(flexible, with many parts) and adaptive (capable of solving problems). Hereafter, context should make
clear which meaning is implied.
Much has been written about the potential for complex adaptive systems to catastrophically
fail. It is not necessarily true, however, that simpler systems are less prone to failure. Nor is it
necessarily true that robustness and resilience decline as complexity increases. If complexity is a
measure of problem-solving capacity, then to some degree the opposites are true. An organism or
system “complexifies” over time when it faces challenges, opportunities, or environments that it is
ill equipped to handle [134–136]. With greater complexity come new options, additional flexibility,
and expanded information processing. Four concepts help formalize these ideas: good regulators,
requisite variety, self-organized criticality, and the free energy principle.
3.1. Good Regulators and Requisite Variety
A well-adapted organism is equipped to handle those aspects of its environment that it must
handle. For example, a rabbit is equipped to run from predators. Its legs (and general morphology)
allow for running, and as well its cognition allows for running at the appropriate moments. A rabbit
evades its predator in part by anticipating how its predator will behave. This simple example
demonstrates two key ideas. First, an organism has an internal model of its world that allows
for making predictions. More accurately, over mechanistic, ontogenic, phylogenic, and evolutionary
time, the organism becomes a good model of those aspects of its environment that it must control.
An organism’s variable world eventually presents it with a wide range of challenges. Over time,
it comes to reflect a wider swath, or spectrum, of the regularities present in its world. In information
theory terms, it comes to share more mutual information with its world. This notion is expressed in
the good regulator theorem from cybernetics, which holds that every good regulator of a system must
be (as opposed to have) a model of that system [137].
Second, to be a good regulator means that an organism must have available enough options,
or flexibility, to control its environment. A rabbit has legs, muscles, and nerves that allow it to move
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quickly and with dexterity. Another way to say this is that an organism must be complex enough to
control its environment. Yet at the same time, the organism should not be overly complex. Complexity
is costly, and can interfere with an organism’s ability to generalize previously learned information to
new settings. Thus, being a good regulator also means matching the complexity of that which must
be controlled. This idea is captured in Ashby’s Law of requisite variety [138]. Here, variety refers to
the number of tunable states in the system that is being controlled. The controller must have similar
variety to that which it controls.
Organisms complexify in the face of challenges, but considerable decision-making power is
typically retained by its subparts, rather than shifting to higher levels of organization. Local processing
is generally faster and more efficient. For example, human immune cells act largely (but not completely)
independent of the brain. In general, biological systems self-organize in a hierarchical fashion, such that
at each level, processing occurs for information at that level and from levels just above and below.
In this way, local levels are empowered (they retain flexibility and agency), but obtain some feedback
from levels higher up and below.
3.2. Self-Organized Criticality
A core purpose of cognition is to anticipate and solve problems. However, how does an organism
solve problems, especially difficult ones?
In general, an organism solves problems by using a combination of exploitation and
exploration [139]. Exploitation here refers to using available knowledge about a problem or situation
to improve a solution. Exploration, in contrast, refers to discovering new knowledge.
For many organisms and complex systems (and computational models in machine learning),
the best strategy for solving difficult problems is to balance exploration with exploitation. In well-tuned
systems, the optimal dynamic balance tends to have a particular characteristic. It places the system
near critical thresholds. Coined by Bak et al. in 1987 [140], self-organized criticality describes the
phenomenon of a system self-organizing such that it tends to maintain operation near a phase change
threshold (a critical state, in physics). A system exhibiting criticality is on the verge of transition from
one state to the next. Thus, its future trajectory is particularly sensitive to small perturbations or
other inputs. Sometimes, just a small bump can set off a wave of events that can cascade through a
system, leading to massive change. Typically in biological systems, such a cascade does not result
in death, but rather in better solutions to difficult problems, or perhaps to changes that increase
problem-solving capacity.
The existence of critical states in physical systems is not controversial. The idea that natural
systems can self-regulate their structures and/or dynamics to maintain operations near critical states
is more so. Many questions remain, but in the roughly 30 years since Bak’s proposal, a large volume
of work suggests that many biological systems, including the human brain, display self-organized
criticality or something close to it [141–145].
Somewhat poetically, systems at criticality are said to operate “on the edge of chaos” where
a balance is achieved between system stability and agility. Stability stems from the continuance
or improvement of existing patterns, while agility stems from exploration and adoption of
new patterns [146,147]. Thus, we can also refer to the exploration–exploitation tradeoff as the
stability–agility tradeoff. Viewed another way, criticality occurs when the use of stored information is
balanced with the use of new information—the old–new tradeoff. At one extreme, new information
is blocked and the system is rigid and unable to adapt to changing conditions. At the other extreme,
the flow of new information is an incoherent flood that swamps the dynamics of the system. Yet another
way to think of the stability–agility tradeoff is as the constraint–complexity tradeoff, where constraint
here reflects a lack of flexibility. Similarly, one can speak of the compressibility–expressivity tradeoff,
where compressibility refers to a system that is optimally simple or compact, and expressivity refers to
a system that is complex enough to adequately reflect a situation or process [148].
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However we phrase it, the idea is that information processing, responsiveness,
and problem-solving capacity are optimal when a system is on the edge of instability, near a
critical state [149–151]. Moreover, long-range correlations (e.g., cooperation between distant,
non-neighboring parts) increase near criticality [145]. At criticality, new information can enter and alter
a system, sometimes producing dramatic changes, and yet the system is not so sensitive or receptive
that is overwhelmed to the point of collapse. The system remains optimally robust and resilient.
As such, the benefits of criticality are not unlike the hoped-for benefits of democracy—enhanced
cooperation and maximal learning and problem-solving capacity, where each voice can make a
difference, sometimes even a big difference. Self-organized criticality can serve as a biological
inspiration for new forms of deep democracy.
Criticality is a dynamic process in which structures reorganize as is appropriate to context
and need. The human brain, for instance, is highly neuroplastic. It dynamically rearranges its
anatomical connectivity and alters the strength of (synaptic) interactions between neurons [152]. As is
common throughout nature, the brain is arranged in hierarchical layers, is modular, and demonstrates
self-similar arrangements over spatial scales. These properties allow a brain, or any system, to achieve
different degrees of stability-agility when solving different kinds of problems. Modularity aids
computation [153]. Indeed, even different phases of a single problem-solving process might benefit
from different associative and amplification dynamics [95]. As we will see, societal cognition mimics
at a large scale what occurs in the brain at a small scale (see also [19]).
3.3. Free Energy Principle
How does an organism balance exploitation with exploration in problem solving? For that matter,
how does it know which problems to solve, or what information to pay attention to? Furthermore,
how does it plan? These are not trivial questions, and also arise outside of biology. For example, much
of modern artificial intelligence relies on reinforcement learning, an approach in which an intelligent
agent searches for policies—usually understood as a dictionary of context-dependent actions—by
which it can best achieve goals. As mentioned, the analyst (a force outside the agent) programs the
agent with a reward function and rule to balance exploitation with exploration. Often these are ad hoc
and heuristic [154]. However, a living organism must, to some degree, evaluate policies and solve
problems without being externally programmed to do so. How does an organism accomplish these
tasks? In looking for answers, a good place to start is by examining cognition in humans.
The perceptual, cognitive, and executive processes by which learning and adaptation occur in
individuals has received substantial research attention in recent years, in part because of potential
applications to medicine and artificial intelligence. A promising framework is the free energy
principle, pioneered by the neuroscientist Karl Friston [155]. It potentially explains how a system
sets goals, evaluates actions and policies, balances exploitation with exploration, focuses attention,
and more generally, how it self-organizes [156]. As applied to enactive cognition in biological systems,
its corollary is called active inference. The technical details are substantial and I give only a superficial
overview, focusing on some main points pertinent to a discussion on societal systems.
Our starting point is a generic organism or superorganism, which we know is allostatic, and which
we will call an agent. The agent can exist only within a certain range of internal (e.g., physiologic) and
external states, such that a healthy agent will revisit a certain neighborhood of (characteristic) states
more often than others. Mathematically, its dynamics are ergodic in the sense that characteristic states
imply some kind of nonequilibrium steady-state (technically, an attracting set in which the system in
question is characteristically found). The agent’s intrinsic purpose, or goal, is to achieve and maintain
vitality, which means it must achieve and maintain those characteristic states that confer it with vitality.
To fulfill its goal, it must ingest energy, export wastes, avoid danger, make repairs, and in general
act against the forces of entropy; if it does nothing it will reach equilibrium with its environment,
which is death.
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We cannot speak of the agent as being different from its environment unless it is independent from
its environment in some sense. The sense we focus on is conditional independence due to what is called
a Markov blanket, a statistical boundary that partitions states into internal and external. The blanket is
a set of states that separates—or better yet, mediates the connection between—internal and external.
The blanket consists of active and sensory states that arise from the agent’s actuators/effectors and
sensory organs, respectively [155].
While the Markov blanket distinguishes an agent from its surroundings (i.e., it provides an
identity), it also causes an immediate problem. The agent cannot know its world in an absolute
sense. It can only poke at its world through action, and (imperfectly) sense the world’s response.
Internal and external influence each other through the blanket’s active and sensory states. That an
agent is distinguished by a Markov blanket does not mean that it is disengaged from its world. On the
contrary, it actively engages with its world via action.
Consistent with the good regulator theorem, the agent becomes a model of its world over time.
For convenience, we will say that the agent has a model, even though the agent as a whole is a model.
In actuality, the agent represents numerous models that can potentially overlap and/or compete,
and that can span a range of temporal and spatial scales. The description here is primarily normative.
An agent acts as if it has mathematical models and as if it is optimizing them, and these cause the agent
to act as if it is purposeful. Nevertheless, the free energy principle is not inconsistent with what is
known about the physiology, function, and behavior of organisms [157–159]. Further, a more complete
view casts active inference as a process theory (of development and change) [160].
The agent chooses actions and optimizes its internal model by minimizing surprise.
Surprise occurs due to unexpected events. It is surprising when observations differ from beliefs
(expectations). Because an agent exists in time, it more correctly minimizes expected (estimated
long-term average) surprise, which considers the potential results of policies. Mathematically,
expected surprise is just uncertainty (i.e., entropy). This means that acting to minimize expected
surprise amounts to choosing courses of action that resolve uncertainty.
The imperative to reduce uncertainty is evident in the human experience. Uncertainty usually
makes us uncomfortable. It causes stress. If uncertainty grows large enough in individuals or societies,
they reach a tipping point that can precede major changes. Arguably, this may be the situation today
with respect to climate change and other pressing problems.
Not all surprises are equally important and an agent must pay more attention to some and less
to others. Surprises that involve essential variables are, objectively, the most important. Essential
variables are a minimal set of variables that determine a system’s state (of vitality) and its development
and trajectory. (In active inference, essential variables can be read as latent or hidden states generating
sensory samples. It is these hidden states that agents actively try to infer by reducing surprise or
prediction errors.) For a human, some essential variables reflect core physiological and psychological
needs. Viewed at a high level, these constitute core human needs, discussed previously. Other essential
variables reflect environmental and ecological needs, as per extended self-identity. See Lehmann et al.
for a discussion of essential variables that relate to sustainability [161].
Making predictions and minimizing surprise (related to essential variables) are the agent’s
central activities. Indeed, surprise in one sense is only defined in relation to violations of predictions.
The human brain, for example, is massively predictive in nature [162]. Yet, a conscious agent, such
as a human, might be largely (or completely) unaware that it is modeling its world or that it is
minimizing surprise. Moreover, any specific agent might be more or less functional, even dysfunctional,
in doing either.
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3.3.1. Surprise
The term surprise has a formal, Bayesian definition. Without going far into mathematical details,
the probability of an event in Bayesian statistics is given by Bayes’s theorem:
prior × likelihood
evidence
p(θ ) p( D | θ )
p(θ | D ) =
.
p( D )

posterior =

(1)

This formula (informal version on top, symbolic below) describes how an agent updates its beliefs
after seeing some data. In the data science setting, an analyst is typically interested in learning the
distribution of an unknown parameter, call it θ (theta), after seeing some data, D. (The symbol | in
the bottom formula is read as “given”, and p() is read as “probability of”, so for example, p( D | θ )
is read as “probability of D given theta”.) As an example, θ might be the mean body temperature of
healthy humans (which should be around 97.8 ◦ F). The data are typically samples from a population.
The posterior distribution, what the analyst seeks, is the conditional distribution of θ, given the data.
The prior is the distribution of θ before seeing the data, which we can also call a belief. Likelihood
is the conditional distribution of the data given θ. Finally, evidence is the probability of the data,
which is obtained by integrating prior × likelihood over the full distribution of θ (i.e., integrating out
θ, leaving just the probability of the data). Thus, evidence is sometimes called the marginal likelihood,
as θ is marginalized out.
Intuitively, if we hold a belief (a prior) and then see some data, and the data reasonably match
our belief, then our prior was of good quality and any update to it will be small; the posterior will
be similar to the prior. If, on the other hand, our belief was of low quality, the update will be larger;
the posterior will be substantially different from the prior.
Given a prior belief about θ, some data, and a likelihood function, and setting aside any
computational challenges, one can plug values into Equation (1) to obtain a posterior distribution.
That posterior will represent a kind of compromise between likelihood and prior. The denominator
acts as a normalization factor. Another approach is to seek the prior that makes the data most probable.
This is done by maximizing the evidence (the denominator in Equation (1)), which is an inference
procedure called “maximum likelihood II” in the statistics literature.
Our agent does a form of maximum likelihood II. Given observations, it computes a belief
about θ that best explains its world. It chooses a θ that (approximately) maximizes the evidence.
The negative log evidence is called surprise in Bayesian statistics. Thus, maximizing the evidence
means minimizing surprise.
Because the agent seeks to minimize surprise, or maximize evidence, we can say that the agent is
self-evidencing. Its original, fundamental belief is that it exists, which means it prefers to, or believes
that it will, occupy a certain range of states that are conducive to its vitality. States of sickness or decay
are very surprising by this definition, and an agent will act to avoid them.
3.3.2. Variational Inference
The agent cannot minimize surprise (maximize evidence) directly because it cannot know the
world directly. It knows only its own beliefs and the information conveyed by the Markov blanket. So
instead, the agent approximately minimizes surprise by minimizing an upper bound on it. That bound
is called free energy. The free energy principle is, in short, that systems will minimize free energy,
a function that is a bound on surprise:
free energy = surprise + divergence

= complexity − accuracy .

(2)
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More accurately, free energy is a functional. The right hand side (surprise, divergence, complexity,
accuracy) are functions that take functions—parameterized distributions, including approximate
posterior beliefs—as arguments [163]. Divergence is a measure of difference between two probability
distributions. In this case, it is the difference between the actual posterior distribution and a simpler
approximation to it (called a variational approximation). Because divergence is always equal to or
greater than zero, free energy is an upper bound on surprise; surprise cannot be larger than free energy.
By minimizing free energy, the agent minimizes surprise.
The second line in the equation shows that the agent can minimize the free energy functional by
minimizing the complexity (flexibility) of its model and by maximizing accuracy. This is an instance of
Occam’s razor. The simplest model that predicts observations with sufficient accuracy is usually the
best one. Recall that an agent minimizes (future) expected surprise, and so also expected free energy.
The latter can be divided into terms for epistemic value (learning) and extrinsic value (goal attainment)
[164]. As such, free energy minimization naturally balances exploitation with exploration, without need
for heuristics. Further, curiosity arises as part of the search for epistemic value.
Free energy minimization is consistent with Jayne’s maximum entropy principle, which is, loosely
speaking, an information theory version of Occam’s razor [165,166]. It says that when predicting a
probability distribution, the best choice is the one that is constrained no more than necessary to be
consistent with known information or factors; the best choice is the one that keeps options open, the one
that is least committal. An agent that is least committal when preferences are equal is maximally
flexible and has low barriers to change. Just a bump can, at times, cascade through its parts to produce
new configurations. This is, of course, a description of criticality; free energy minimization is a path to
self-organized criticality [167].
As noted, an agent acts to minimize expected surprise, which can be understood as uncertainty.
Expected free energy is equal to cost (the divergence between predicted and preferred outcomes) plus
entropy (ambiguity, or uncertainty) under predicted states [160]. Minimization of free energy ensures
that entropy (uncertainty) over sensations is bounded [155].
Active inference (free energy minimization in biological systems) might more aptly be called
enactive inference, emphasizing that cognition occurs partly through action [168]. An agent minimizes
free energy (and reduces uncertainty) in two ways. The first is perception—sensing the outcomes of
actions and updating beliefs accordingly. Perception reduces divergence (Equation (2)) and is akin
to approximate Bayesian inference and the Bayesian brain hypothesis [169]. The second is action,
which is a selective sampling of the world [167,170]. As mentioned, action can aim at goal attainment
or epistemic gain.
3.3.3. Attention
An agent’s intrinsic purpose is to achieve and maintain those characteristic states that convey
vitality (i.e., to choose actions that produce low surprise, given evolutionary, cultural, developmental,
and other kinds of expectations). To fulfill its purpose, the agent must decide and act, but is constrained
in doing so. It is uncertain about its world and has limited time, energy, and ability to resolve that
uncertainty. Moreover, much of the information available from the world does not directly pertain to
the agent’s purpose. Given these constraints, the agent must focus in on what is most important and
ignore the rest. That focus is called attention.
In active inference, attention is the process by which prediction errors are weighted by their
precision, or inverse variance. (In certain schemes used for active inference, such as predictive
coding, surprise is scored by prediction errors; namely, the mismatch between predicted and observed
sensations.) Precision of incoming sensory data also plays a role. The agent learns the precision of
predictions along with other model parameters. Thus, for example, if an agent expects to see a dog and
instead sees a horse, the precision-weighted surprise of seeing a horse will be small if the prediction
for dog was uncertain. The surprise would be higher if the prediction for dog was more certain.
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Recall that humans are highly social and cognition is a social affair. Because attention (moderated
by precision) is learned, it is learned in part, perhaps even in large part, through societal cognition.
The norms, rules, and organization of a society, including its societal systems, greatly influence the
precision placed on predictions, and thus also the importance and attention that individuals attribute
to information. On the one hand, societal cognition and cooperation rest upon the capacity to develop
shared patterns of attention. During human development, for example, we learn from our parents
and culture about what is important, what is dangerous, and what can be safely ignored. Indeed a
primary role of teachers, and more broadly, of culture, might be to direct attention to that which is
most important [124].
On the other hand, shared attention can go awry, leading to maladaptive societal cognition.
The attention of a society can be manipulated in a variety of ways, and those who wield financial,
political, and other forms of power have more opportunity to manipulate societal attention than
do others. As explored in the third paper in this series, power and societal attention are closely
related. An example of societal manipulation is the Exxon case of apparent climate change deception,
already mentioned. Exxon is not unique, of course. Many large corporations have motivation to
manipulate public attention at the public’s expense, and do so [171].
3.3.4. Self-Similarity, Cooperation, Cognition, and Communication
We have considered both organisms and superorganisms as agents. Obviously, these systems
exist at two different scales. However, they are not the only scales to consider, nor are they privileged
ones. Agents occur at every spatial scale, if we adopt a more broad definition of an agent as an enactive
adaptive system far from equilibrium, distinguished from its environment by a Markov blanket
(or likewise, if we adopt the definition of an individual from Information Theory of Individuality
[126]). Then all of nature can be seen as blankets within blankets (or individuals within individuals),
nested and potentially overlapping, spanning a range of temporal and spatial scales and complexities.
A society is an independent agent at the kilometer scale. A person is an independent agent at the meter
scale. A cell is an independent agent at the micrometer scale, and so on down to the molecular and
atomic levels [58,172–176]. Moving in the opposite direction, the random and intrinsic fluctuations
at scales below a given Markov blanket are progressively suppressed [32]. To understand a society,
for example, we need not focus on the behavior of a particular cell in a particular person.
Blankets within blankets, driven by the minimization of free energy, or similarly, the minimization
of uncertainty, results in fractal, or self-similar patterns. Self-similar patterns arise because the same
organizing principles are active at each scale. Fractal, hierarchical, and dynamic patterns are seen
throughout nature, including within the human brain. New ones form while old ones dissipate, change,
or collapse.
At a given scale (e.g., a human body), individuals in the micro level below (e.g., cells) interact
locally, largely through cooperative relationships. Cooperation (or coordination) occurs at the micro
level because it reduces free energy there. The dynamics of local interactions at the micro level lead to
long-distance correlations, which alter or form the macro level.
A good artificial example is robotic “swimmers” in a pool of water [177]. If the density of
swimmers is not too high, each will swim in random directions. If the density of swimmers is increased,
local interactions between them will cause some to begin swimming in unison, either clockwise or
counterclockwise in a circular pattern around the pool. If the density is increased still further, more will
join the pattern until all are swimming circularly. In this example, the number of choices dropped
from many (any direction of swimming) to two, swimming either clockwise or counterclockwise.
The circular macro pattern arises from a reduction in stress and uncertainty at the micro level. Once the
macro pattern is established, providing fewer degrees of freedom, it is said to “enslave” agents in the
level below (here, the swimmers). However, causal influence goes both ways, and enslavement is just
another pattern that can dissipate, change, or collapse.
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In biological systems, the cooperation between agents at a given level exists as a dynamic if not
tenuous balance between the preservation of individual autonomy and the benefits that coordination
brings. Thus, for example, each cell within a human is capable of cooperating with neighboring cells,
such that all cells, and the body, benefit. At the same time, each cell or subgroup is capable of failing to
cooperate with others and of selfishly promoting its own existence and prodigy. When this occurs,
the resulting disease is called cancer.
The tension between independence and coordination is ever present. A meta pattern remains
stable only to the degree that it benefits the micro level and overcomes the tendency of agents in the
micro level to act independently. If new challenges render the benefits of coordination insufficient,
or new patterns of behavior arise that better reduce uncertainty, then agitation in the micro level will
eventually, sometimes quickly and dramatically, result in new macro patterns. Societal transformation
could serve as an example.
It is worth emphasizing that communication, culture, and cognition at the individual and societal
levels are all deeply entwined. Further, their dynamics can be cast in terms of active inference and the
self-organization that it drives. Shared expectations, selective patterning of attention and behavior,
cultural evolution, the formation of joint goals, implicit learning, and cultural inheritance underpin
an active inference account of cognition [124]. Humans are predisposed to align their mental states
with others of the same kind, and human communication can largely be cast as a cooperative activity
that serves to reduce uncertainty [178]. In the process, communication and the culture that it spawns
offloads some of the computational demand that an individual would otherwise face onto the larger
cultural (and physical) niche. Moreover, shared understandings, once established, reduce the effort
and time necessary to sufficiently convey an idea or need. As such, communication, cooperation, and
alignment through enculturation minimize the amount of energy necessary for a human to survive,
minimize expected surprise, increase problem-solving capacity, and increase the set of affordances
offered by niche.
4. SAILS as an Umbrella Term
The complete set of societal systems—economic, governance, legal, health, analytical,
and education systems—by which a society senses, learns, makes decisions, and adapts is a new
concept and has no standard name. A standard name would facilitate categorization and retrieval of
pertinent literature. In previous documents, I refer to such systems alternatively as social choice
systems, decision-making systems, and learning systems [179–181]. Emphasizing society as a
superorganism, one could call the set a societal nervous system. In this series, I call it a societal
cognitive architecture.
I propose that the term societal cognitive architecture be used to describe a generic set of societal
systems, and that societal active inference and learning system (SAILS) be used to describe new sets
of systems designed and developed in a science-driven process (SAILS is pronounced sails, as in a
ship’s sails, and is either singular or plural according to context). SAILS is a nod to the work of Karl
Friston on active inference. SAILS would apply to scientific research and other works (e.g., literature,
art, music, education) that build on the following positions:
1.
2.

3.

The design, testing, and implementation of new, integrated societal systems falls (non exclusively)
under the purview of science.
Societal systems can be usefully viewed as learning, problem-solving, and adaptation systems
(i.e., cognitive systems). They can perform well or poorly in this capacity. Their quality is
a function of design, and design and expected and actual operation can be theoretically and
empirically assessed. New systems can be designed to be fit for purpose, where that purpose is
to serve and improve the common good.
Societal cognition occurs through an enactive process, and societies are self-evidencing in the
sense that they naturally seek (appropriately simple) models to explain their lived, uncertain
worlds. Quality societal cognition, involving rich communication, wise action, and sufficiently
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accurate models and explanations of the world, formal and casual, reduce uncertainty. This,
in turn, makes thriving and survival more likely.
Even though the phrase active inference appears in SAILS, I do not intend that SAILS applies
only to works involving active inference proper. Active inference is but one promising approach to
understanding cognition, and like others can be helpful as a philosophical guide and/or as concrete
implementations (e.g., as predictive computational models). If societies are viewed as cognitive
organisms, then theories of cognition are necessary to make progress. As of yet, active inference has
barely been applied at the group level. Much work remains to demonstrate its utility and ability to
predict social behaviors and dynamic organization in the real world. Many opportunities for testing
exist, at different scales of sophistication, realism, and group size. The R&D program can help move
this effort forward. In short, active inference and related theories and principles of cognition can serve
as guides to discovery.
The proposed R&D program is but one approach to developing SAILS. Other programs are
conceivable and could be conducted concurrently. If pursued, they might develop and implement
new kinds of SAILS designs, or designs unrelated to the SAILS positions. All such programs could be
viewed as components within a larger project, which is engaging the science community and public in
the study and application of intentional societal self-organization.
5. Conclusions
Given the R&D program’s aim of developing and testing new societal systems, a first logical
step is to define a worldview that new systems can embody. Worldview begets purpose, and purpose
suggests fitness metrics and system design. The general idea is that new systems can be designed to
be fit for purpose and to reflect value and meaning as per worldview. This means, in part, being fit
to solve the difficult problems that modern societies must solve. Fortunately, nature provides an
abundance of examples of systems that excel at solving difficult problems. Some occur within the
human body.
While certain ideas discussed in this paper might seem obvious to some readers—for example,
that our wellbeing depends on the health of the environment; that self-identification can extend out to
the social and environmental setting; or that societal systems function as learning, decision-making,
and adaptation systems—it is not at all obvious, or at least not widely accepted, that new societal
systems can or should be designed from the ground up to reflect these ideas. Science has only recently
matured to the point where societal self-organization can fall under its purview. As yet, there are no
societal systems that are designed in a modern, science-driven process to be fit for purpose. Humanity
has a window of opportunity now to conduct this work. Fortunately, the prospect is attractive. Humans
are naturally curious and compelled to learn and explore. In this case, the benefits of doing so are
potentially massive, giving ample reason to act. Moreover, humans are compelled to reduce uncertainty.
Given that uncertainty and associated anxiety are on track to greatly increase in coming decades, due
to climate change, biodiversity loss, and other unsolved problems, humans may feel driven to explore
new ways of organizing their societies in order to ease uncertainty, fear, and strain.
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